Transient spectroscopy of bacterial rhodopsins with an optical multichannel analyzer. 1. Comparison of the photocycles of bacteriorhodopsin and halorhodopsin.
We used a gated optical multichannel analyzer to measure transient flash-induced absorption changes in bacteriorhodopsin (BR) and halorhodopsin (HR) and developed criteria for calculating the absorption spectra of the photocycle intermediates and the kinetics of their rise and decay. The results for BR agree with data reported by a large number of other authors. The results for HR in the presence of chloride are consistent with earlier data and reveal an additional intermediate, not previously seen, in the submicrosecond time scale. Although an M412-like intermediate is not in the HR photocycle, a one-by-one comparison of the rest of the intermediates observed for BR and HR indicates a striking similarity between the photocycles of the two bacterial rhodopsins. This was previously not apparent, perhaps because the experimental approaches to the spectroscopy of the two pigments were different and the data were thus more fragmented.